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Product Focus
Articulating Loader Cranes Deliver the Goods
 Mac-Lad Corp. supplies drywall, related material, tools, studs, 
insulation, and other building supplies to construction professionals 
working anywhere from New Jersey, to Manhattan and Long Island in 
New York, and north to Vermont.
 The company serves customers from warehouse distribution cen-
ters in Calverton, New York, and Windsor, Connecticut.
 Owner and founder Ray MacAlpine started the company in 1986 
with a $20,000 loan from his father, who got the money by taking a 
second mortgage on the family home. Although Mac-Lad Corp. has 
grown exponentially in the past 33 years, it still operates on the same 
core principle: A business’ potential for success lies in its people and 
their outstanding performance. Mac-Lad’s core of loyal long-term and 
motivated employees now includes two of MacAlpine’s children, the 
next generation that will lead the business. 
 Ray MacAlpine recognizes that one of Mac-Lad’s key competitive 
advantages is being able to deliver high-quality building supplies on 
time and with extra care in placing them, so they will help customers 
stay efficient.
  To deliver that kind of value-added service, Mac-Lad operates a 
fleet of nine delivery trucks equipped with articulating loader cranes. 
The fleet includes cranes from IMT, Palfinger, Fassi, and Hiab. 
 The newest is a Hiab K-505 HiPro that is designed especially for the 
U.S. and Canada and was rolled out by Hiab in July. It can reach up nine 
floors and has a maximum moment of nearly 300,000-ft.-lbs. Mac-Lab 
ordered it with a hydraulic rotator that can maneuver a load of drywall 
through windows or into tight spaces to meet customers’ needs. The 
K-505 has been on the job for about four months, and, according to 
MacAlpine, it’s been flawless.
 Mac-Lad orders its loader trucks with the articulating crane 
mounted right behind the truck cab in order to leave maximum bed 
space available and to help optimize axle loadings.
 Each Mac-Lad truck is usually operated by its own dedicated driver. 
MacAlpine believes having one driver responsible for a truck encour-
ages better care and operation. A full truckload contains about 12 skids 
of drywall, each weighing about 2,200 lbs., and each truck averages two 
deliveries per day, five days a week. “In New York traffic, it can take an 
hour and a half to go 5 miles,” says MacAlpine. 
 Plus, Mac-Lad drivers are expected to take the extra time at each 
jobsite to place the delivered materials where they will do the contrac-
tor the most good. Sometimes that means positioning a skid of drywall 
panels near an upper-story window so workers can hand unload the 
panels from the skid and feed them in through a window. 
 “We often have to reach over a house to set equipment or materi-
als in a backyard, or reach over a hedge and then lower a load down 
into a sunken patio. The boom length and articulation of all our loader 
cranes are vital to reaching the delivery sites our customers specify,” 
said MacAlpine, who for years did deliveries and ran loader cranes in 
addition to running the business.
  What features of an articulating loader crane are most important 
when Mac-Lad is looking to buy one? “Top of the list is horizontal 
reach,” said MacAlpine. “We almost always have to reach out some 
distance to place the loads.”

 Second on the list is capacity. “A skid of drywall weighs about 2,200 
lbs., and the forks and rotator bring the total weight at the boom tip to 
about 3,200 lbs.,” said MacAlpine. “The crane has to be able to handle that 
weight out to the kinds of distances we need to reach at delivery sites.”
 Third is dependability. “The crane has to work when you need it,” 
MacAlpine said.
 Finally, he looks at operating speed, smoothness, and control. “You 
have to be able to put a load exactly where it needs to go, maybe fit 
it through a window, then sometimes hold it steady for several min-
utes,” he said. MacAlpine is a fan of today’s radio remote controls. “The 
operator can stand at the best vantage point to maneuver and place the 
load,” he said.
 MacAlpine expects business to remain good and to need loader 
cranes far into the future. “Right here, 6 million people live within 10 
miles of each other,” he said. “There’s always building and renovation 
going on, and one of our advantages is delivering our high-quality 
products better than anyone else does. To do that, we need articulating 
loader cranes.” 

Mac-Lad’s new Hiab K-505 HiPro holds a skid of 
drywall near a second story window for unloading. 
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Knuckleboom and Articulating Cranes

Reaching over a house to deliver a load is 
common for Mac-Lad operators.
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Articulating loader cranes often 
work in tight spots.
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